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Malas, also known as Japa Malas or Hindu Prayer Beads,
date back to the 8th Century B.C.E. India, where Hindus

started using them to aid in their spiritual practice known as
“Japa”.

 With “Mala” meaning garland and “Japa” meaning the
repetition of a mantra or a divine name in Sanskrit, the

intention of these beauties is to help us take our meditation
to a deeper, calmer state. By adorning ourselves in our

malas, we are reminded of our spiritual practice or intention
and the meaning of our mantra as we move through life.

 Traditionally one would repeat their mantra hundreds if not
thousands of times. When using a mala, we are able to
focus on the words or sounds of our mantra, instead of

keeping track of the repetitions.

Whether you choose to use your mala in your spiritual
practice or simply as something t0 adorn yourself with, I

believe your mala is a very personal thing and as such, it is
whatever you need it to be.  

what is a mala?



In counting mantras, 100 is considered completed. The extra 8 are
for omissions and errors. Some also say the extra 8 are an offering

to God or guru.

 The numbers 9 and 12 are both said to have spiritual significance in
many traditions. 9 x 12 = 108.

 In Astrology there are 12 houses, and 9 planets.

 In Hebrew 18 represents “chai” or “life”. 1 + 8 = 9 x 12 = 108

 There are said to be 108 desires in the mortal world. It is also said
that there are 108 lies that humans tell.  

 1 represents God or the higher truth, 0 represents emptiness or
completeness in spiritual practice, and 8 represents infinity.

 There are 54 letters in the Sanskrit language; each has a masculine
(shiva) and feminine (shaki). 54 x 2 = 108.

 It is believed that there are 108 feelings; 36 for the past, 36 for the
present, 36 for the future.   

why 108 beads?

There are many explanations for 108, but no one definitive
answer. Since there are so many, I will share with you some of

my favourites.



About
your

Mala

“Slowing down empowers & inspires

me to give and serve others, creating

success and a life I love.”

I wanted to create something for you to help you feel connected, to
encourage you to slow down, to ground yourself in who you are

and in the knowledge that whenever you take that time to nurture
your own needs, you are moving forward in your business and in

your life. Balance. vitality, serenity, success, growth, service,
connection and love are all things that were at the top of my mind

throughout it's creation.

As I was searching for your stones, a pattern emerged. I realized the
stones I was drawn to over and over again were purple.

Immediately I couldn't help but think of your mother, and your
oracle card. This seemed so special to me, that within the intentions

of love, peacefulness, balance, passion and connection was the
love and support of your mother. A reminder of how far you've

come and your own experiences as a mother.



Your Mala's Stones

The Floaress

Ruby

Kunzite

Lepidolite Magnesite



Lepidolite is a "stone of transition" releasing and
reorganizing messaging and behaviors that are holding

you back from happiness and success, removing
blockages and dispelling negative energy.

It is a stone that encourages you to move forward,
seeing problems as opportunities to learn thus keeping

 emotional balance and relieving stress during tough
times. It enhances decision making skills and helps you

focus on what is important. It attracts a supportive
community for success.

Lepidolite indicates the strong positive influence of a
woman which can be the wearer or someone in the

wearer's life. 

Above all Lepidolite will always insist on being used for
the highest good.

Lepidolite



Ruby is an excellent stone for your passions whether
they be in business, love or life. It will always
encourage you to follow your bliss attracting

opportunities and unexpected shifts.

Ruby's grounding nature and life force energy work
together to help you set realistic goals while giving
you the vitality, courage and determination to see

those goals come to fruition. 

This is a stone of passion, abundance, creativity,
courage, determination, vitality and long lasting love

offering a wellspring of optimism and just the faith you
need when you're ready to take a leap. 

Ruby



By connecting with both the Crown and Hearth Chakras
Magnesite opens up communication between the heart

and the mind stimulating heartfelt, unconditional love
first for yourself, then for the people in your life. 

Known to activate deep, peaceful meditation,
Magnesite can help process self-reflection and clarify
inner knowing. As a truth seeker. it helps you see past

any blockages in order to understand the truth. 

In it's raw form, Magnesite takes a brain like shape
which is part of why it has such a powerful effect on the

mind.  Along with it's calming, connected, loving
attributes is it's ability to stimulate ideas and their

activation.

Magnesite



Connecting intellect, intuition, inspiration, and a
willingness to serve, Kunzite is an excellent stone for

healers. It's high vibrations make it easy to enter into a
meditative state, it's protective qualities helps dispel

unwanted energies and it's ability to remove obstacles
helps relieve you of unnecessary pressure and stress. 

Known as a woman's stone, Kunzite is surrounded by
 love. Self, people, animals, nature... everything.

Ultimately this results in connecting you to both Divine
and Universal Love.

Kunzite encourages you to flow along with life,
connecting to your intuition and trusting that everything

will unfold in time. This helps move through each day
with kindness and serenity. It reminds you to listen to the
quiet voice of your heart and to freely express yourself

knowing your life will benefit greatly.

Kunzite



The Floaress is made to represent three symbols; The
Flower, The Star and The Compass.

The flower represents Earth, grounding, Mother
Nature, unconditional love and the power of planting

seeds, nurturing them and allowing them to grow.

The Star reminds us of infinite possibilities, that there is
something greater than us at work, and that when you

follow the direction of your truest self, the universe
will always be there to support you.  

The Compass will always point to true North, to your
true North, to adventure and exploration, it is our guide

when we are lost and our permission to walk freely
into the unknown. 

The Floaress



Thanks for sharing your beliefs with me!

It has been my absolute pleasure to serve you and co create
a tangible tool to support you in your highest power.

I would love to see photos of you
with your new Mala!

http://www.instagram.com/ariellezadok
http://www.facebook.com/ariellezadok
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